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Summary of Testing Data on Color-Coated Recycled Glass Aggregate  
 
Ruby Lake Glass, LLC (RLG) is an American company which has exclusive license in North and South America for the 
processes and products of Coloured Recycled Glass, Pty in Australia (CRG).  
 
Test results achieved by RLG and CRG’s product are summarized below.  Copies of detailed test results are available on 
request.  
 
The two most common questions about our color-coated recycled glass aggregates are:  
How long does the color last? This is important to all interior and exterior applications, as they will be subjected to UV rays, 
weathering, and differing conditions of temperature and humidity.  
How much skid resistance does the aggregate provide? This is relevant to road and walkway applications, where safety 
is an issue.  
 
Color Fastness and Weather Durability: 
 
CRG submitted eight panels with different colored aggregates for accelerated weathering tests to ASTM standards including 
conditions of aggressive QUV, heat and moisture. It is generally accepted in the industry that 1000 hours of QUV testing is 
equivocal to around 7 years of UV exposure. Each of the panels was situated so that only half the panel was exposed to 
weathering. After 2885 hours of testing, it was determined there was no visible deterioration in the appearance of any of the 
panels under exposure compared to unexposed sections. 
 
Skid resistance:  
 
British Pendulum Test: RLG had samples tested to evaluate initial laboratory friction properties of color coated glass 
aggregate applied on a board with a binder or resin. A British Pendulum (BPN) test was performed to estimate a correlation 
to a lock wheeled skid test using ribbed tire at 40 mph (FN40R).  
 
The results of the laboratory testing and material observations regarding the friction properties of the subject material were a 
BPN of 80 and an estimated FN40R value of 71. 
 
Polished Stone Value: Another standard that can be applied to our aggregate without regard to its application is a Polished 
Stone Value (PSV), or a Polished Aggregate Friction Value (PAFV). The PSV test utilizes a vertical wheel, the PAFV a 
horizontal wheel.  
 
CRG had samples of their color-coated glass aggregate tested, as well as samples of calcined bauxite (an aggregate 
commonly used for road friction), for PAFV according to Australian standards. A value was measured in wet conditions 
before and after polishing. The bauxite’s mean friction value before polishing was very high, at 105, with a PAFV after 
polishing of 79. The glass had a mean friction value before polishing of 80, and a PAFV of 60 after polishing. Different 
entities apply different requirements depending on the conditions of the location – however, generally, aggregate that has a 
PSV value over 60 is regarded as a skid resistant aggregate.  
 
L.A. Abrasion Test: The Los Angeles (L.A.) abrasion test is a common test method used to indicate aggregate toughness 
and abrasion characteristics. RLG color coated aggregate was tested using ASTM C-131, Grading D resulting in an 11% loss 
through a #12 mesh sieve. 
 
Aggregate Properties: 
 
Magnesium Soundness: RLG color coated aggregate was tested using ASTM C-88 resulting a 2.45% loss 

Acid Insolubility: RLG color coated aggregate was tested using ASTM D-3042 resulting in 100% insoluble. 

 


